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Do common mechanisms of adaptation mediate
color discrimination and appearance?

Contrast adaptation
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Are effects of background contrast on color appearance and sensitivity controlled by the same mechanism of
adaptation? We examined the effects of background color contrast on color appearance and on color-difference
sensitivity under well-matched conditions. We linked the data using Fechner’s hypothesis that the rate of ap-
parent stimulus change is proportional to sensitivity and examined a family of parametric models of adapta-
tion. Our results show that both appearance and discrimination are consistent with the same mechanism of
adaptation. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
oth the appearance of colored stimuli and sensitivity to

hem depend on the context in which they are presented
1–3]. Thus, both appearance and sensitivity reveal adap-
ation: a context-dependent change in the visual response
o a focal stimulus. Is the adaptation revealed by appear-
nce changes the same as the adaptation revealed by sen-
itivity changes?

There are two broad reasons why answering this ques-
ion is of interest. First, as we build models of adaptation
nd try to connect behavioral performance with its under-
ying neural mechanisms, it is useful to know the range of
henomena that are amenable to a common explanation.
n previous work, we showed that a single parsimonious
odel of adaptation can simultaneously account for

hanges in appearance and sensitivity in response to
hanges in the mean luminance and chromaticity of a
patially uniform background [4]. These results allow
ata from both matching and threshold experiments to be
everaged jointly in determining the properties of the
ommon adaptive mechanism.

A second motivation is to gain insight into the trade-
ffs made by the visual system as it supports distinct
unctions. Vision is useful both because it allows identifi-
ation, across scenes, of objects based on their surface re-
ectance and because it allows discrimination, within
cenes, of distinct objects [5,6]. Adaptation can optimize
erformance for both functions across changes in viewing
onditions. In the case of identification, often studied
hrough appearance measurements, adaptation can stabi-
ize the visual response to objects across changes in scene
llumination [7–9]. In the case of discrimination, often
tudied through sensitivity measurements, adaptation
an optimize use of the limited neural response range
cross changes in scene content [10–12]. When a common
1084-7529/07/082122-12/$15.00 © 2
echanism of adaptation mediates appearance and sen-
itivity, it suggests either that the two functions are com-
atible in their demands on adaptation or that vision has
ompromised performance for at least one of the functions
o as to economize the expenditure of neural resources.
hen separate mechanisms of adaptation are revealed by

he two tasks, we learn that optimizing performance on
ach was worth an extra expenditure. Elsewhere, we
resent a theoretical analysis on the extent to which a
ingle mechanism of adaptation can simultaneously opti-
ize performance for both identification and discrimina-

ion [13].
Here we extend our previous work [4], which studies

daptation with spatially uniform fields, to the case of ad-
ptation to relatively unstructured luminance and chro-
atic contrast [14–18]. Adaptation to contrast is thought

o occur at a site downstream from that which mediates
daptation to spatially uniform fields [19,20]. Thus gen-
ralizing our common-mechanism conclusion to the case
f contrast adaptation requires additional data. Indeed,
eparate studies of contrast adaptation using appearance
18] and sensitivity [17] measurements have drawn quali-
atively different conclusions about the nature of the un-
erlying mechanisms.
Because appearance and sensitivity are measured us-

ng different psychophysical tasks, the question of
hether the two are mediated by the same mechanism of
daptation needs to framed by an explicit model. That is,
e need a model of how adaptation affects both appear-
nce and sensitivity. Here we employ a well-established
arametric model of early visual processing [21–25] and
haracterize adaptation in terms of context-dependent
hanges in the model’s parameters. This is the same ap-
roach we used in our previous paper [4], and we outline
t here.
007 Optical Society of America
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Figure 1 illustrates our general modeling approach. We
onsider the case of a univariate mechanism. The x axis
epresents strength of a focal test stimulus (e.g., its inten-
ity or contrast). The y axis represents the magnitude of
he mechanism’s response to the test stimulus. The two
urves show hypothetical stimulus-response functions,
ne for each of two different contexts in which the test
timulus is presented. Each curve characterizes the
timulus-response function for one context, and the
hange in the curves characterizes the adaptation that oc-
urs across the change of contexts.

We link the response functions to performance as fol-
ows: To predict appearance matches, we postulate that
quality of appearance corresponds to equality of mecha-
ism response. Thus test stimuli with strengths indicated
y the downward arrows in the figure are predicted to
atch across the change in context.
To predict discrimination thresholds measured within a

ingle context, we postulate that test difference sensitiv-
ty is proportional to the local slope of the response func-
ion [22,26]. In the figure, the slope of the gray response
urve is greater at P1 than at P2. Thus for this context, a
xed change in stimulus strength, �I, produces a larger
esponse difference at P1 than at P2 and by assumption is
asier to detect. This linking assumption means that
easurements of discrimination performance as a func-

ion of stimulus strength provide information about the
hape of the underlying stimulus-response function
26–28]. Indeed, as we described in detail in our previous
aper [4], we can choose a parametric form for the
timulus-response function and find the parameter values
hat best account for measured discrimination perfor-
ance.
Here we report measurements of color discrimination

or test stimuli presented against a gray uniform back-
round and in a set of contexts defined by dynamic lumi-
ance and chromatic contrast. We also report asymmetric

ig. 1. Linking discrimination and appearance data. The x axis
epresents stimulus strength (e.g., intensity or contrast), and the
axis represents response magnitude. The two curves are re-

ponse functions for the same mechanism in two states of adap-
ation. Because they yield the same responses in the two con-
exts, stimuli indicated by the downward arrows are predicted to
ppear the same across the change of context that induced the
daptation. Within a single context, the stimulus difference �I
ields a larger response difference when added to P1 as compared
ith P2 (compare �R1 with �R2 on the y axis). If additive noise
ith fixed variance is limiting performance, we expect better dis-

rimination performance at P as compared with P .
1 2
olor matches set by subjects for test stimuli presented
cross changes from the gray background to each of the
ther contexts. We chose stimulus conditions where prior
ork indicated that performance was likely to be medi-
ted by a single postreceptoral mechanism. We used the
odeling approach illustrated by Fig. 1 to determine
hether changes in appearance and sensitivity induced
y contrast can be accounted for by the same mechanism
f contrast adaptation. That is, for each pair of contexts
tudied we asked whether we could find a pair of
timulus–response functions that simultaneously ac-
ounted for discrimination performance in each context
nd asymmetric matches set across the contexts.

. METHODS
he methods were, in essence, identical to those described

n detail in our previous paper [4]. Here we provide a
ummary, along with details about key differences. These
oncerned primarily the nature of the adapting contexts.

. Observers
wo observers participated. Observer JMH was the first
uthor, and QRS was a paid volunteer. QRS was unaware
f the experimental hypotheses and had little previous ex-
erience in psychophysical experiments. Both observers
ad normal color vision as assessed by an Ishihara test
or color blindness. Both observers participated in our
revious study on the effects of uniform field changes [4].

. Apparatus and Test Stimuli
timuli were presented on a calibrated RGB monitor con-
rolled with 14-bit intensity resolution for each channel
nd operating at a 75 Hz refresh rate. Viewing distance
as 40 cm.
Test stimuli, spatiotemporal properties: Test stimuli

ere blurred 1.5 deg diameter spots. They were centered
deg, on average, horizontally from a central fixation

oint. One test spot was located to the left of fixation and
he other to the right. To avoid adaptation to the tests,
heir locations were perturbed slightly from trial to trial.
n every trial, test locations were indicated by square

rames composed of sparse black points. Intensity of the
est spots was ramped on and off gradually.

Test stimuli, chromatic and luminance properties: Test
pots were modulations relative to the background. One
est color direction modulated the L and M cones together
nd in equal amounts, with S-cone stimulation held
onstant. That is, �Ltest Mtest Stest�=I�1 1 0�. The
ther test color direction modulated the S cones while the
- and M-cone stimulation was constant. That is,

Ltest Mtest Stest�=I�0 0 1�. We used the Smith–
okorny estimates of cone spectral sensitivities and stan-
ard methods to convert between cone coordinate specifi-
ations and video digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
ettings [29].

. Adapting Stimuli
est spots were presented against either a spatially uni-
orm gray field (the gray context) or within dynamic spa-
ially pink noise. Table 1 provides descriptive color
ames, CIE chromaticity, cone coordinates, and RMS val-
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es for each context. Cone coordinates are maximum and
inimum isomerization rates for light spectra present in

he field. See Hillis and Brainard [4] for details on isomer-
zation rate computations. The RMS values were com-

uted for each cone type as RMSci
=��x,y�Rci

* �x ,y�−R̄ci

* �2,
here ci represents either L, M, or S cones, R* is isomer-

zations per cone per second for each value present in the
eld, and R̄* is the average isomerization rate across the
eld. This average was constant across all the contexts
tudied here and is given in the table (gray context entry).
he noise pattern covered a 10.5�10.5 deg �256
256 pixel� square. In the appearance experiment, the

oise was presented immediately to the left or right of
xation. Thus, the 10.5�10.5 deg noise field appeared to
ne side of fixation. The rest of the monitor �45 deg
37 deg� was uniform gray (i.e., gray surrounded the

oise patch). In the discrimination experiment, the dy-
amic noise patch was presented on both sides of fixation

i.e., the noise covered the central 21�10.5 deg). This was
one to improve efficiency of data collection in the dis-
rimination experiment. If we had left the field split, we
ould have amassed more data for the Gray context than

or each noise context. Control experiments showed that
he split field with uniform field adaptation did not affect
iscrimination performance in a manner that affected our
nalysis [4]. We assumed that the same held for current
onditions.

For different adapting contexts, the noise isolated ei-
her the L and M cones (LM, for short), or the S cones. For
M-cone noise, the cone coordinates of each pixel were de-
ned as �Lnoise Mnoise Snoise�=N�x ,y��1 1 0�, where
�x ,y� defined the spatially pink noise patterns that were

enerated by multiplying the amplitude spectrum of
aussian noise patterns �256�256 pixels� with a two-
imensional 1/ f amplitude spectrum. Similarly, for S-cone
oise the cone coordinates of each pixel were defined as
Lnoise Mnoise Snoise�=N�x ,y��0 0 1�. To make the dis-
lay dynamic, new noise patterns were shown according
o draws from the probability distribution:

p��� = �
1

13
for � = �156:13:312�

0 otherwise
� ,

here p��� represents the probability of redrawing the
oise at time � since the previous redraw. The noise
dapting stimulus looked like colored drifting fog.

Table 1. Cone Coordinates fo

ondition Name Color Name x y

Gray Gray 0.31 0.31

L, M noise Pale green 0.313 0.368
/red 0.306 0.225

S noise Blue-purple/ 0.280 0.240
brownish-yellow 0.306 0.225

aL, M, S columns correspond to isomerization rate extrema present in the noise
somerization totals of the background for the duration and area of the test stimuli. Th
otals in Figs. 2–5. RMS values were computed for isomerization rates ��105� for e
. Procedure: Discrimination
o assess color difference sensitivity, we used a two-
nterval forced (2-IFC) choice task. A fixed chromatic spot,
he pedestal, was presented in one interval and the ped-
stal plus test in the other. The pedestal and test were de-
ned as excursions in a particular color direction from
he mean background luminance and chromaticity. That
s, the pedestal was defined as �Lbg Mbg Sbg�
Ip�Ldir Mdir Sdir�, where �Lbg Mbg Sbg� are back-
round cone coordinates, �Ldir Mdir Sdir� defines
he color direction of the pedestal, and Ip is the magni-
ude of the pedestal excursion from the background.
he pedestal+test was defined as �Lbg Mbg Sbg�
�Ip+�I��Ldir Mdir Sdir�, where �I defines the magni-

ude of the test. The test and pedestal were always in the
ame color direction. Observers were instructed to select
he interval with the test.

Before experimental trials began, observers were given
ractice trials with auditory feedback (used throughout
he experiment) where the test was clearly visible. Ob-
ervers were also told that the pedestal+test would ap-
ear more intense than the pedestal alone. Observers
ere instructed to run practice trials until they were cer-

ain of the apparent color change that corresponded to the
edestal+test. Once they were certain, they pressed a
utton on a game pad controller that initiated a 90 s ad-
ptation period. One pedestal direction and intensity
ere selected for each experimental session.
There was a minimum of 2 s between each trial during

hich the gray background or noise pattern covered the
ull 10.5�10.5 deg patch to the left and right of fixation.
uring the trial, the region within the square frame that

ndicated the location of the test was free of background
oise but the rest of the background noise remained on
he screen.

Of particular concern was to match the stimulus condi-
ions to those used in the asymmetric matching task (de-
cribed below) as closely as possible. This introduces one
ncommon aspect of the procedure: There were two spots
resented in each stimulus interval. In one interval the
edestal was presented alone at both the left and right
arget locations. In the other interval, the pedestal was
resented alone at one target location and the pedestal
test was presented at the other location. Observers indi-
ated with a key press which interval they believed con-
ained the test, independent of which side it appeared on.

feedback tone indicated when observers selected the in-
orrect interval. The intensity of the test was controlled

ay and Noise Backgroundsa

L M S LRMS MRMS SRMS

5.7 4.2 0.8 0 0 0
2724 1011 31
8.4 6.6 0.8 3.3 2.9 0
3.1 2.0 0.8
5.7 4.2 1.3 0 0 0.7
5.7 4.2 0.3

or each cone type ��103�. Italicized numbers for the gray condition correspond to
bers can be used to calculate contrasts for tests and pedestals plotted as isomerization
e type.
r Gr

Y

22.5

31.1
13.3
22.5
22.5

fields f
ese num
ach con
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y staircase procedures. Four randomly interleaved stair-
ases were used in each experimental session: two for
ests shown on the right and two for tests on the left. We
sed 2-down, 1-up and 3-down, 1-up staircase rules to en-
ure comprehensive sampling of psychometric functions
or each pedestal. Typically, one session was run for each
edestal intensity. In cases where the data were particu-
arly noisy, an additional session was run.

. Procedure: Appearance
o assess the effects of context on the color appearance,
e used an asymmetric matching task. Observers fixated

he center of a bipartite field: one half of the field had the
ray background, and the other half had dynamic pink
oise. There was an initial 90 s adaptation period prior to
he first time the test spots were displayed and a mini-
um of 2 s of adaptation between trials. Each time the

est spots were displayed, the fixed test spot, called the
tandard, appeared against the adapting background and
he adjustable spot, called the match, appeared against
he gray background. As in the discrimination experi-
ent, background noise remained on the screen during

he trial and the region within the frame indicating the
ocation of the test was free of noise. The spatial and tem-
oral profiles of the test spots were the same as in the dis-
rimination experiment, with the exception that the spots
ere flashed once per exposure rather than twice.
We gave observers full trichromatic control of the color

oordinates of the adjustable spot in the CIELAB L*a*b*

oordinate system. Approximately red/green �a*�, blue/
ellow �b*� adjustments and luminance �L*� adjustments
ere made independently using the game pad controls.
he standard and match were displayed after each ad-

ustment. The standard and match could also be dis-
layed without making an adjustment by pressing a key
n the game pad. Observers could, at any time, choose
ny one of four step sizes for the adjustments. After com-
leting a match, observers rated the quality of the match
ith a value between 0 (could not make the match) and 3

perfect match).
Four matches were completed in a single experimental

ession (typically lasting 20 min). Each match was made
o a different standard, but the standards used within
ession were always selected from the same color direc-
ion. For each direction in LMS color space, we measured
atch settings for eight standard tests. A total of two to

our matches were made for each standard color for each
f the three contexts. Stimuli were left–right counterbal-
nced across sessions.

. RESULTS
. S-Cone Tests
igure 2 shows JMH’s discrimination and matching data

or S-cone tests. Decrement discrimination thresholds (−S
ests) are plotted in the left panels. Increment discrimi-
ation thresholds (+S tests) are plotted in the middle col-
mn. Filled diamonds in the top row are thresholds for
est/pedestal presented on the gray context. Open circles
n the middle row are thresholds for tests presented in the
M-cone noise context. Filled gray squares in the bottom
ow are from the S-cone noise context. For comparison,
hresholds from the gray condition are replotted in each
anel (filled diamonds). The x axis represents the ex-
ected total number of cone isomerizations �R*� for the
edestal in isolation (i.e., isomerizations expected from
he background light were subtracted from the total ex-
ected isomerizations at the test location). The y axis rep-
esents the expected total number of cone isomerizations
or the test in isolation. Thresholds correspond to the test
somerizations required to correctly discriminate the
est+pedestal from the pedestal alone 75% of the time, as
stimated by fitting the psychometric data with a cumu-
ative normal function. Error bars on the thresholds are
8% confidence intervals determined by bootstrapping
ata from the maximum-likelihood parameters [30]. Fig-
re 3 shows the same data for QRS.
In the gray condition, S-cone discrimination thresholds

o not show the clear drop in thresholds at subthreshold
edestals, called the dipper pattern, typically observed in
edestal+test experiments [31,22]. Rather, the S-cone
iscrimination thresholds against the gray background
re roughly constant across the range of subthreshold
edestals used. This finding is inconsistent with the pat-
ern of discrimination results found by Chen et al. [32],
ho used 1 cpd Gabor pedestals and tests and found the

ypical dipper shape with S-cone tests. The discrepancy
etween our result and theirs could be due to differences
n the spatial bandwidth of the targets or individual sub-
ect differences. We did observe threshold increases at

ig. 2. JMH’s discrimination threshold and appearance data for
-cone tests presented in the uniform gray (top row), LM-cone
oise (middle row), and S-cone noise (bottom row). Decrement
hresholds are plotted in the left column; increment thresholds
re in the middle column. Thresholds for the gray condition are
eplotted (filled diamonds) in the middle and bottom rows for ref-
rence. Error bars are 68% confidence intervals. Asymmetric
atching data are in the two rightmost panels. The x axis rep-

esents the S-cone intensity of the tests that were presented in
he adapting noise fields. The y axis represents the intensity of
he match set by the observer against the gray half of the display.
rror bars are one standard error of the mean. The smooth

urves in the plots represent the fit of the CM variant of the
g ,q ,M
 model of adaptation.
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igh pedestal intensities, which is typical of pedestal
test experiments.
In the LM-cone noise condition, S-cone discrimination

hresholds are slightly but systematically elevated rela-
ive to the gray background at low pedestal intensities.
here was no clear effect of LM-cone noise on S tests at
igh pedestal intensities.
In the S-cone noise condition, discrimination thresh-

lds are clearly elevated at low pedestal intensities. At
igh pedestal intensities, thresholds appear to be the
ame or lower in noise condition as compared with the
ray context.

The rightmost panels in Fig. 2 show asymmetric
atching results for S-cone tests. Fixed-test (presented

gainst adapting noise) S-cone isomerization totals are
lotted on the x axis, and the observer’s S-cone match set-
ings are plotted on the the y axis (matching stimulus pre-
ented against the uniform gray background). Error bars
re the standard error of the mean. The diagonal line in-
icates physical identity of test-match pairs. JMH’s set-
ings appear to deviate from physical identity: Matches
et against the gray background were smaller excursions
rom the background intensity than the tests presented in
he noise contexts. Surprisingly, the effect appears to be
arger against the LM-cone noise as compared with the
-cone noise. For QRS’s data, on the other hand, there ap-
ears to be little or no effect of either LM-cone or S-cone
dapting noise on matches. LM-cone values of JMH’s and
RS’s match settings for these S-cone tests (not shown)
ere not systematically different from zero. To test
hether S-cone matches were different from the tests, we
mployed a simple linear regression, which tested
hether the regression coefficient differed from one

physical identity). For JMH’s data in both adapting con-
itions it did �p�0.001�, while for QRS’s data for both
onditions it did not �p�0.1�.

. LM-Cone Tests
igures 4 and 5 show JMH’s and QRS’s results for LM-

ig. 3. QRS’s threshold and appearance data for S-cone tests.
he format is the same as JMH’s data shown in Fig. 2.
one tests presented against the uniform gray and LM-
one noise contexts. The format of these figures is the
ame as that of Figs. 2 and 3 except that the axes now cor-
espond to LM-cone isomerizations. We observed no effect
f S-cone noise on LM-cone detection thresholds or asym-
etric matches, so we did not measure discrimination

unctions for this noise context. For LM-cone noise, trends
or LM-cone tests were similar to those for S-cone tests.

hen adapted by LM-cone noise, discrimination thresh-
lds were elevated at low intensity pedestals relative to
he gray condition. At high pedestal intensities, thresh-
lds in the noise adapted condition were the same as or
ower than in the gray condition. Match intensities
gainst the gray background were lower in magnitude
han the test intensities presented in the noise back-
round (rightmost panels) for both observers (test on
hether regression coefficient differed from one, p
0.001).
We noted that for both S- and LM-cone tests, discrimi-

ation thresholds at high pedestal intensities were the
ame or lower in the noise conditions as compared with
he gray context. To get a clearer picture of the pattern of
esults at high pedestals, Fig. 6 shows the threshold dif-
erence between gray and noise. The y axis in each panel
s discrimination thresholds in the noise condition minus

ig. 4. JMH’s threshold and appearance data for LM-cone tests
resented on the uniform gray (top row) and LM-cone noise (bot-
om row). The format is the same as in Figs. 2 and 3 except the
xes now correspond to L- and M-cone test isomerization totals.

ig. 5. QRS’s threshold and appearance data for LM-cone tests
resented on the uniform Gray (top row) and LM-cone noise (bot-
om row).
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iscrimination thresholds in the gray context. Values
reater than zero therefore indicate that thresholds were
igher in the noise context. The x axes correspond to ped-
stal intensity. The top two panels are S-cone decrement
left panel) and increment (right panel) discrimination
ifferences between the gray and the S-cone noise con-
exts. The bottom two panels are LM-cone decrement and
ncrement discrimination differences between the gray
nd the LM-cone noise contexts. Different symbols are for
ifferent observers. At low pedestals, it is clear that
hresholds are higher in the noise contexts as compared
ith the gray context. This effect declines with pedestal

ntensity, and there is a trend for the differences to fall
elow zero at the highest pedestal contrasts. Although
his trend is not statistically significant in our data (as
etermined by t-tests for the top three pedestal levels for
ll conditions and observers, corrected for multiple com-
arisons at the p=0.05 level), this effect has been ob-
erved in other studies of contrast adaptation [33–35]. To
he extent that this effect is real, it suggests that contrast
daptation acts to expand the operating range of the
dapting mechanism.

. Does the Common Mechanism Hypothesis Hold?
odeling
ontextual effects on color appearance and color discrimi-
ation were measured using different tasks. To determine
hether the contextual effects observed in the two tasks
ere mediated by the same mechanism, we adopted an
xplicit model of that mechanism. We hypothesized that
n adaptive contrast-encoding process is common to the

ig. 6. Threshold difference between gray and noise contexts for
-cone tests in S-cone noise (top panels) and for LM-cone tests in
M-cone noise. The left and right columns of the panels are for
ecrements and increments, respectively. Diamonds are for JMH,
nd circles are for QRS. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
wo tasks. We chose a well-established model of image
ontrast encoding [22–25] based on the Naka–Rushton
21] function:

R = M
�gI + s�p

�gI + s�q + 1
, �1�

here I is the intensity of the stimulus expressed as a dif-
erence from background intensity, g controls the gain or
lope, s is the “subtractive” term that determines re-
ponse to mean background color, the exponents p and q
etermine the shape/curvature of the response nonlinear-
ty, and M scales the response function. Examples of re-
ponse functions defined by Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 1.
e, following others [36,37], used Fechner’s proposal that

iscrimination sensitivity is proportional to appearance
hanges to link the two types of data. (See Fig. 1 and its
iscussion in the text.) A more formal description of the
rocedure that links the response function to predictions
f the appearance and discrimination data is provided in
ur previous paper [38].

To model adaptation, we need to specify which param-
ters of Eq. (1) can change with context. For example, in
hat we call a 	g ,q ,M
 model of adaptation, the param-
ters s and p are held fixed across all viewing contexts
hile the parameters g, q, and M are allowed to vary with

ontext. In a 	g ,q ,M
 model, we refer to s and p as fixed
arameters and to g, q, and M as adaptation parameters.
ecause we can choose different combinations of fixed and
daptation parameters, Eq. (1) leads to a family of 31
arametric adaptation models: 1 model with five adapta-
ion parameters, 5 models with four adaptation param-
ters, 10 models with three adaptation parameters, 10
odels with two adaptation parameters, and 5 models
ith one adaptation parameter. There is also a no-
daptation model in which all five parameters remain
xed across context.
Once we choose a parametric adaptation model (e.g.,

he 	g ,q ,M
 model), we can examine whether appearance
nd discrimination are mediated by a common mecha-
ism of adaptation by comparing the performance of three
ariants of the model: (1) the common mechanism (CM)
ariant, (2) the independent adaptation (IA) variant, and
3) the independent channel (IC) variant. These three
ariants are distinguished by which parameters are set in
ommon for appearance and discrimination and which are
llowed to take on different values for the two judgments.
In the CM variant, both the fixed and adaptation pa-

ameters have the same values for appearance and dis-
rimination. This variant describes the case where the
ignals mediating performance on both judgments pass
hrough a common contrast-encoding mechanism whose
roperties adapt to the viewing context. For the 	g ,q ,M

arametric model and data from N contexts, the CM vari-
nt has 2+3N free parameters (two fixed parameters
ommon to both contexts and three adaptation param-
ters for each context.)

In the IA variant, the fixed parameters are held com-
on for the two tasks but the adaptation parameters are

llowed to vary separately for appearance and discrimina-
ion. This variant describes the case where context-
ndependent processing is common to all visual signals,
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ut adaptation occurs in a judgment-dependent fashion.
or the 	g ,q ,M
 parametric model and data from N con-
exts, the IA variant has 2+6N free parameters (two fixed
arameters common to both contexts and three adapta-
ion parameters for each context for each of two judg-
ents.)
Finally, in the IC variant, both fixed and adaptation pa-

ameters vary with judgment. This describes the case of
ndependent parallel processing of the signals relevant to
ach task. For the 	g ,q ,M
 parametric model and data
rom N contexts, the IC variant has 4+6N free param-
ters (two fixed parameters for each of two judgments but
ommon to all contexts within judgment and three adap-
ation parameters for each context for each of the judg-
ents.)
Given a particular choice of parametric adaptation
odel, we can evaluate whether appearance and discrimi-

ation are mediated by a common mechanism of adapta-
ion by deciding whether the CM, IA, or IC variant pro-
ides the best account of the data. These variants differ in
he number of free parameters and are nested within one
nother (CM is nested within IA, which is nested within
C). Variants of nested models with more free parameters
lways produce higher likelihoods. To decide which vari-
nt accounts for the data best, we applied model selection
riteria that take the number of free parameters into ac-
ount. These model selection criteria are also required to
hoose a particular parametric adaptation model within
hich to compare the CM, IA, and IC variants.
Statistical methods for model selection are a topic of ac-

ive investigation [39], and there is no turnkey method
hat may be applied when the set of models under consid-
ration have different numbers of parameters, are nonlin-
ar (model predictions a nonlinear function of model pa-
ameters), and are nonnested. Two model selection
riteria are fairly widely used, however, to evaluate the
alance between model fit and model complexity. These
re Akaike’s information criterion [40] �AIC� and the
ayesian information criterion [41,42] �BIC�. These crite-
ia assign an overall score to each of a set of models,
ased on the likelihood of the data (obtained through a
aximum-likelihood fit of the model to the data) and the

umber of parameters in the model. The lower the value
f AIC or BIC, the more preferred the model. A model’s
core decreases with the maximized likelihood but is pe-
alized for the number of free model parameters. In the
ase of the BIC, the penalty varies with the size of the
ata set. The formulas for the two criteria are

AIC = − 2 · ln�L� + 2 · k, �2�

BIC = − 2 · ln�L� + ln�n� · k, �3�

here L is the likelihood of the data from the maximum-
ikelihood fit, k is the number of parameters in the model,
nd n is the number of data points. From Eqs. (2) and (3)
t is clear that the BIC penalizes additional parameters

ore aggressively than the AIC when the number of data
oints exceeds eight. We took the number of data points
s the number of forced choice judgments plus the num-
er of individual match settings.
We fit models to the data using a maximum-likelihood
riterion. For each test color direction (LM increments,
M decrements, S increments, and S decrements) and ob-
erver, we used a numerical search to find maximum-
ikelihood model parameters. From here on, we refer to
he combined matching and discrimination data from
ach test direction/observer combination as a data set, so
hat there were eight data sets in all. Within a data set,
e fit the data from all contexts simultaneously. For ex-
mple, in the case of S-cone increment tests, we had
atching and discrimination data for the gray condition

nd two contrast adapting conditions (S-cone noise and
M-cone noise). Fitting the CM variant of a two-
arameter adaptation model to this data set thus re-
uired a nine-parameter numerical search.
Calculating model likelihoods for the binomial dis-

rimination data was straightforward (e.g., see [38]). For
he appearance data, we assumed appearance matches
ere corrupted by Gaussian noise. To estimate the vari-
nce of the noise, we used the variance of the residuals
etween the individual matches and their corresponding
eans. To a first approximation, the residuals were nor-
ally distributed. By using the Gaussian noise assump-

ion and variance estimated from the residuals, we could
alculate the likelihood of observing the individual match
ettings.

We fit each variant (CM, IA, IC) of the one-, two-, and
hree-parameter adaptation models (3�25=75 models) to
ach data set. We also fit the no-adaptation model. We
ombined information across all eight data sets to obtain
verall AIC and BIC scores for each model. We did this by
umming the log likelihoods obtained from each of the
ight data sets to obtain an overall log likelihood and by
umming the number of parameters and data points from
ach of the data sets to compute overall values for k and
. The total value of n was 50012, so that ln�n�=10.82 in
q. (3).
Figure 7 shows the overall differences between AIC and

IC scores and their respective minima [i.e., �AIC=AIC
min�AIC� and �BIC=BIC−min�BIC�] for the the three
ariants of the one-, two-, and three-parameter models of
daptation. The top-left panel shows the �AIC scores, and
he bottom-left panel shows the �BIC scores. Within each
anel, the blocks of bars from left to right correspond to
esults for the CM, IA, and IC variants. Within each block
f bars, the black bars, gray bars, and white bars repre-
ent one-, two-, and three-parameter models, respectively.
he adaptation models each of these bars corresponds to
re listed in Table 2.
For our purpose, the important feature of the results

hown in Fig. 7 is that the CM variants are preferred by
oth BIC and AIC over their IA and IC counterparts. For
he adaptation models most preferred by BIC, the BIC
refers the CM variant; for the adaptation models most
referred by the AIC, the AIC prefers the CM variant. To
lucidate this fact, we replotted the �AIC and �BIC
cores as a function of parametric model rank in the two
ight panels. The top-right panel shows the �AIC value as

function of AIC model rank. The bottom-right panel
hows the �BIC value as a function of BIC model rank.
M, IA, and IC scores within each parametric model are
epresented, respectively, by black symbols with gray out-
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ines, light gray symbols, and light gray symbols with
ark gray outlines. Within this symbol color scheme, one-,
wo-, and three-parameter adaptation models are repre-
ented by circles, diamonds, and squares, respectively. In
hese plots, it is clear that the CM variant is preferred for
he models ranked best by both AIC and BIC. The small-
st AIC difference between the best CM variant and the
est IA and IC variants are 24.93 and 32.60, respectively.
ifferences of 10 or greater are generally considered to

end essentially no support for the model considered [43].
e therefore consider this clear evidence against the IA

nd IC variants.
Figure 7 also makes clear that the conclusion one

raws about the CM hypothesis depends on the paramet-
ic model of adaptation used to compare the CM, IA, and
C variants. For example, if we had simply analyzed our
ata using the one-parameter g model of adaptation, we
ould have concluded from the BIC scores that the IA
ariant was the most preferred.

It is also possible to use the AIC and BIC to compare
odel variants for the eight individual data sets rather

ig. 7. (Top panel) �AIC and (bottom panel) �BIC scores for th
ars represent, from left to right, results for the CM, IA, and IC
arameter adaptation models, respectively. Table 2 lists the ada
anels show the �AIC and �BIC scores as a function of their ran
he bottom-right panel shows the �BIC value as a function of BI
anked according to the score assigned to the most preferred vari
ny rank correspond to the same parametric model. The CM, IA, a
utlines, light gray symbols, and light gray symbols with dark
arameter adaptation models are represented by circles, diamon
Table 2. List of Adaptation Models Corresponding
to the AIC and BIC Scores Shown in Fig. 7a

Number of Parameters

One Two Three

g g ,s g ,s ,p
s g ,p g ,s ,q
p g ,q g ,s ,M
q g ,M g ,p ,q
M s ,p g ,p ,M

s ,q g ,q ,M
s ,M s ,p ,q
p ,q s ,p ,M
p ,M s ,q ,M
q ,M q ,p ,M

aIn Fig. 7, black, gray, and white bars correspond to one-, two-, and three-
arameter models, respectively. Each column on this table lists the models plotted for
ach of these three groups. For example, in Fig. 7, the five black bars in each group
f bars correspond to the one-parameter adaptation models; the one-parameter mod-
ls are listed in the first column of this table. The models listed from top to bottom
orrespond to bars from left to right.
e three model variants. For the two bar plots on the left, the blocks of
variants. Black, gray, and white bars represent one-, two-, and three-
ptation models included in each of the blocks of bars. The two right

k. The top-right panel shows the �AIC value as a function of AIC rank.
C rank. For each criterion (AIC and BIC), the parametric models were
ant of each model, so that the CM, IA, and IC variant scores shown for
nd IC results are represented, respectively, by black symbols with gray

gray outlines. Within this symbol color scheme, one-, two-, and three-
ds, and squares, respectively.
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han for the entire data set. Supplemental Tables 1 and 2
rovide these comparisons for the 	g ,M
 and
g ,q ,M
 models, respectively. (Note: All supplemental
aterials cited in this paper are available at
ttp://color.psych.upenn.edu/supplements/com_contrast/
upMaterial.html.) For the 	g ,M
 model, ranked highest
y the BIC, the BIC prefers the CM variant over the IA
nd IC variants for each individual data set. For the
g ,q ,M
 model, most preferred by the AIC, the AIC pre-
ers the CM variant over the IA and IC variants for each
ndividual data set.

The second broad feature of Fig. 7 is that differences
mong the top-ranked adaptation models appear rela-
ively small. AIC ranks a few of the three-parameter CM
odels most highly, while the BIC favors the two-

arameter CM models but does not sharply distinguish
mong those it ranks in the top half. For the AIC the best
daptation models (ranked from highest to lowest) were
g ,q ,M
, 	g ,p ,M
, 	g ,p ,q
, and 	g ,s ,M
 with �AIC values
f 0, 11.41, 16.04, and 23.34, respectively. For the BIC, the
op adaptation models were 	g ,M
, 	g ,p
, 	g ,q
, and 	p ,M

ith �BIC values of 0, 8.69, 20.71, and 51.83, respec-

ively). The best one-parameter model was 	g
, and this
anked worse than the better two- and three-parameter
odels under both AIC and BIC (�AIC=432; �BIC=295).
or the no-adaptation model, AIC and BIC scores were
igher than for any other model (�AIC=1274; �BIC
1031).
Because of the inconsistencies between AIC and BIC

ankings and the uncertainty in statistical significance of
AIC and �BIC values [43], we thought it important to
xamine the quality of the fits directly against the data.
he smooth curves in Figs. 2–5 show the fit of the CM

ig. 8. S-, L-, and M-cone test response functions for the 	g ,M

eft show response functions; the 	g ,M
 model and the four plots

ithin each group of four panels, JMH’s response functions are in
or the S-cone tests are in the bottom row and those for the LM-co
agnitude is on the y axes. The solid black, dashed black, and so
M-cone noise, and S-cone noise contexts, respectively.
ariant of the three-parameter 	g ,q ,M
 model (ranked
rst by AIC) along with the data. The model fits capture
ost features of the data. Supplemental Fig. S1 replots

hese fits and also shows the data together with the CM
ariant fits of the 	g ,p
, 	g ,q
, 	g ,M
, 	p ,M
, 	g ,q ,M
, and
g ,p ,M
 models. Visually, neither of the three-parameter
odels most favored by AIC are obviously superior to the

wo-parameter models most favored by BIC.
Supplemental Tables 1–4 provide results of an addi-

ional analysis based on comparing models and variants
sing the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) [44].
he GLRT can only be applied pairwise to nested models,
nd we limited our comparisons using the GLRT to the
g ,M
, and 	g ,q ,M
 models. The 	g ,M
 model is nested
ithin the 	g ,q ,M
 model within any variant. For the CM
ariant, the GLRT rejects the 	g ,M
 model in favor of the
he 	g ,q ,M
 model for the pooled data set (Supplemental
able 3, p�0.05). For the IA variant, the GLRT does not
eject the 	g ,M
 model in favor of the 	g ,q ,M
 model for
he pooled data set at the same p value (Supplemental
able 4). GLRT comparisons of the CM and IA variants do
ot reject the CM variant for the 	g ,q ,M
 but do for the
g ,M
 model (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2, pooled data
et, p�0.05). The pattern of results for individual data
ets is also complex (Supplemental Tables 1–4). Overall,
t is difficult to draw a clear conclusion using the GLRT
nalysis, since the method requires pairwise comparisons
nd in our case these comparisons are not mutually con-
istent with each other. In addition, some authors have
uggested that the GLRT is overly aggressive in rejecting
impler models [43,45]. Whether the GLRT analysis sup-
orts the common mechanism hypothesis depends on the
articular adaptation model considered.

,q ,M
 models of the CM variant. The four plots grouped on the
ed on the right show response functions for the 	g ,q ,M
 model.
ft column and QRS’s are in the right column. Response functions
s are in the top row. Test intensity is on the x axes, and response
y curves are response functions inferred from the uniform gray,
and 	g
group
the le

ne test
lid gra
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We can also compare the visual fits with the data of the
M, IA, and IC variants of a particular parametric model.
upplemental Fig. S2 provides this comparison visually

or the models ranked first by AIC and BIC [	g ,q ,M
 and
g ,M
, respectively]. The IA or IC variants do not capture
he broad trends in the data any better than the CM vari-
nt. Differences among the variant fits are most obvious
or the appearance data. There are two prominent fea-
ures that show up in the IA and IC fits to appearance
ata that do not appear for the CM fits. First, in some
ases, there is a clear discontinuity in the transition be-
ween increment and decrement matches. Second, the IA
nd IC fits to the appearance data do not extrapolate well
n a few cases. We take the discontinuities and extrapola-
ion anomalies to be consistent with the conclusion we
rew from the AIC and BIC analyses, namely, that the IA
nd IC variants of the 	g ,M
 and 	g ,q ,M
 models overfit
he data.

It is interesting to interpret the data in terms of the un-
erlying stimulus-response functions derived from the
odel parameters. These are shown for the 	g ,M
 and

g ,q ,M
 models in Fig. 8. The x axes show stimulus inten-
ity (expressed as a difference from the background), and
axes show response magnitude. The four plots grouped

n the left show response functions for the CM variant of
he 	g ,M
 adaptation model. The four plots grouped on
he right show response functions for the CM variant of
he 	g ,q ,M
 model. The response functions from the two
odels are essentially identical, a point we return to be-

ow. The fact that QRS generally had higher thresholds
han JMH is reflected in the fact that her response func-
ions are shallower. The solid black, dashed black, and
olid light gray curves are, respectively, the response
unctions inferred for the gray, LM-cone noise, and S-cone
oise contexts. Response functions in the noise contexts
ppear to be flatter at high intensities in many of the
oise conditions as compared with the response functions

n the gray context. Changes in the curvature of the re-
ponse functions are consistent with previous findings
33–35] and the idea that contrast adaptation serves to
istribute the limited response range evenly across the
ange of intensities present in the image [33,34,46,47].
hanges in the curvature of the response functions also

ead to the sigmoidal shape of the match versus test pre-
ictions for the appearance data. This has been observed
y others and is sometimes called the crispening effect
15,48].

In principle, the effects of the various parameters of Eq.
1) on the underlying mechanism response function are
uite different from one another, and one might wonder
hy the data fail to distinguish sharply among paramet-

ic models with the same number of adaptation param-
ters. The reason becomes apparent if we examine the ac-
ual response functions corresponding to the best fit for
wo of the top-ranked two-parameter models: 	g ,M
 and
g ,p
. Over the range of stimuli we employed, these two
arametric models yield essentially identical response
unctions (see Supplemental Fig. 3). Although the two pa-
ameters 	p
 and 	M
 would have different effects over a
arger response range, they can mimic each other’s effect
or the stimuli we employed.

Finally, we note that our parametric modeling is based
n the assumption of fixed additive noise (see [38]). The
ata could also be fit under the assumption of multiplica-
ive noise, and this might lead to different conclusions
bout the parametric variation of the response function
ith adaptation. On the basis of a few informal analyses,
e concluded that our data not have the power to distin-
uish between models based on different noise assump-
ions.

. DISCUSSION
daptation can can take place anywhere along the visual
athways. Considerable evidence indicates visual infor-
ation flows in parallel through channels that serve spe-

ialized functions. These include ON and OFF pathways
n the retina, parvocellular and magnocellular pathways
hrough the lateral geniculate nucleus, and ventral and
orsal pathways in the visual cortex [49–53]. Given this
treaming of information, it is possible that appearance
udgments rely on a processing stream different from that
f discrimination judgments and therefore could reveal
ifferent adaptation. Alternatively, the adaptation re-
ealed by appearance judgments may be a result of
hanges in elements of the visual pathway that are com-
on to sensitivity measures. We have referred to this lat-

er possibility as the common mechanism (CM) hypoth-
sis [54].

To test the hypothesis that the effects of spatiotemporal
ontrast on color appearance and sensitivity are mediated
y a common mechanism of adaptation, we measured ef-
ects of background contrast on color appearance and sen-
itivity under well-matched conditions. Consistent with
ther studies, we found that (1) targets presented against
atterned backgrounds appear lower in contrast than
hen presented against uniform backgrounds

14–18,55,56] and (2) color difference sensitivity changes
n different ways for high- and low-contrast pedestals
33–35]. Our results and analyses lead us to the conclu-
ion that these effects of relatively unstructured contrast
n color appearance and discrimination performance can
e explained by a common mechanism of contrast adapta-
ion. Most previous work measuring appearance and
etection/discrimination is in agreement with the conclu-
ion that a common mechanism of adaptation controls
oth appearance and sensitivity [36,48,57–60]. We have
ot attempted to distinguish between effects of spatial
nd temporal contrast.
We do note that our formal analysis depends on the ef-

cacy of the model selection criteria we employed. Over-
ll, the AIC and BIC analyses both favor CM model vari-
nts. An analysis using the GLRT is less clear-cut:
hether the CM model variant is rejected by the pooled

ata using this approach depends on which parametric
odel of adaptation is adopted, and which parametric
odel is favored via a pairwise GLRT test depends on
hether this test is performed on the CM or IA variants.
he difficulty of handling our suite of models in a sensible
anner via pairwise tests is one factor that led us to

dopt the AIC /BIC approach. Although it remains pos-
ible that there exist other parametric models of the vi-
ual response function or other model selection ap-
roaches that would reject the CM hypothesis, our visual
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xamination of the quality of the various model and vari-
nt fits suggests that the size of the effect driving any
uch hypothetical rejection would be small.

One recent study reports a dissociation in the time
ourse of adaptation for appearance and discrimination
asks and interprets this as indicating that separate
echanisms control adaptation for the two tasks [61].
his conclusion strikes us as premature. The stimuli in
hat study were brief 83 ms pulses presented at various
ntervals after a change in the adapting context. The dy-
amics of the response to the pulsed tests and of the ad-
ptation to context change may be quite rich. Without an
xplicit model of both these dynamics and how the re-
ponse is integrated over time to determine discrimina-
ion and appearance, it is problematic to intuit what pat-
erns in the data are or are not consistent with
echanisms of adaptation common to the two tasks. For

xample, if the various parameters of the adaptation
odels we use here respond with different time courses to

he change of context, it is easy to imagine that the time
ourse of effects visible in the raw data will differ for dis-
rimination and appearance.

Another apparent dissociation between adaptation for
iscrimination and appearance tasks is revealed by com-
aring the conclusions of Krauskopf et al. [17], who stud-
ed the effect of contrast adaptation on detection thresh-
lds, and those of Webster and Mollon [18], who studied
he effect of contrast adaptation on color appearance. The
ata of Krauskopf et al. [17] are consistent with a gain
ontrol model where adaptation occurs within separate
olor opponent channels. The data of Webster and Mollon
18,62] require a more complex model. There are suffi-
ient differences between the experiments reported in the
wo papers, however, that the comparison does not speak
trongly to the CM hypothesis as we have framed it. First,
s noted by Webster and Mollon [62], the temporal prop-
rties of the test and adapting stimuli used in the two
tudies differed sufficiently to make comparison tenuous.
econd, the data from the two studies are for quite differ-
nt contrast regimes. Given the nonlinear shape of the
ontrast-response function needed to account for our sen-
itivity data, extrapolating from data at detection thresh-
ld [17] to predictions about what happens at suprath-
eshold contrasts [18] is not secure. Third, in our hands,
tting data from both paradigms simultaneously (CM
odel variant) and comparing this fit with that obtained
hen data from each paradigm are fit separately (IA and

C variants) is fundamental to drawing conclusions about
he CM hypothesis. This approach is difficult, if not im-
ossible, when the data are from different observers stud-
ed with different stimulus conditions in different labs.
hese caveats noted, it is also true that our study focused
n conditions designed to tap the behavior of S-cone and
M-cone color mechanisms in isolation. A generalization
f our paradigm to intermediate test and adapting color
irections might reveal failures of the CM hypothesis.
Our result indicating that the CM hypothesis holds for

ontrast adaptation is somewhat surprising in light of the
act that, in general, a simple mechanism cannot simul-
aneously optimize for both discrimination sensitivity and
olor constancy [13,63]. This may be due to the fact that
e have measured effects of relatively unstructured and
bstract backgrounds. In this case, observers’ phenom-
nology is one of making judgments about spots of light
ather than about illuminated objects. It would be of great
nterest to know whether the CM hypothesis continues to
old for images of real scenes. Indeed, recent results from
ur lab [38] indicate a dissociation in adaptation for ap-
earance and discrimination judgments when the context
s a structured scene that includes cues to variations in
llumination.
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